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is hardly fair in the absence of the patient New Yorker
who is our eating specialist. But we are just going to eat.
§
In a very few minutes we are going to go down the hill
through the dark wood. And, in a candle-lit room in which
every piece of furniture, every dish, every platter, every
implement, every piece of textile ware, every article of
clothing has been made by hand, we are going to eat a
meal in which every constituent—except the pepper—has
come straight out of the garden, the hen-house, or the
dairy. It is the first time we shall have been able to do this
since we left the Roman province that runs along the sea
to Marseilles from Ventimiglia, where we left Columbus
walking and thinking that he was an emissary of the Holy
Ghost who would eventually make a million in the slave-
trade. ... At any rate, he said he thought the first and he
certainly did the second.
For the first time since then we are going again to become
men.
For you are not a man if your body is built up of long
dead meats kept in suspended putridity by refrigeration
plus every imaginable coal-tar products from picric acids
to arsenical fruit washes. You are x° man and the rest
drug shelf. And your brain is to match. . . . And even
with the learned and impassioned help of the patient New
Yorker, who has penetrated into all sorts of Wop, Dago,
Russky, Hebrew, and Polack markets in cellars and under
elevated railroads, we have not been able since we left
Provence to get anything really fresh, though we have as
a rule been able to get things that have not been treated
with chemical preservatives. Those simple breeds without
Mr. Kipling's law won't stomach such powders and brews
in their foods. , . .
This is not an insult to New York alone; it is one that must
be shared by all great and small cities from Constantinople
westwards. It is a state of things due, in part to the indiffer-
ence of industrial populations, in part to absolute necessity,
You cannot get food as fresh as it should be in a city-sunless

